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ITERATION ON
INTERPRETATION
A CHOOSE YOUR OWN ADVENTURE ZINE
by

Alex Siklos and
Wilson Chan

Hi there, please select the door you are
interested in so we
can start this adventure.

Art

Welcome Junior Designer! Let’s start
the onboarding process shall we?

Let’s start with a quick exercise,
what does this symbol mean to
you?

How about this one?
Who do you think the last symbols shown
was made by?
Aliens

Humans

Animals

Interesting. In reality, these were made by
humans. Reflect on why you thought that.
Next

Fantastic. You either found the others
choices too outlandish, knew all the
symbol’s or guessed.
Next

Intriguing. Intriguing.Was this because
you knew some animals could draw?
Next

You knew something about the
symbol. Regardless of being
conscious or subconsciously aware.

Culture, society, rules and human
behavior are all based on who,
what, where, why and how we
grew.

Let’s increase the stakes.
Take a look. How do you feel about
what you see?

Why do you feel this way?
How would you treat a someone close
knowing they did this?
We each teeter on a tightrope of beliefs,
their morality interpreted unlimited ways,
from unlimited lifestyles and points of
view.
What would you do on your moral
tightrope?
Fall Over

Knock Over

Interesting choice.
I know it was difficult but there is a
madness to this method.
That word order confused you didn’t
it?

As designers our job is to understand how
others will use our creations and to make
their experience feel as natural as possible.
Consider this. If you wanted to get out,
what would you do?

Its likely you made that choice because
you grew up around doors.
As a result, you had preconceived notions
about how doors function.
The more people with shared
experiences in a certain topic the more
successful our design. Otherwise we
would see mass confusion amongst the
infinite unique door designs.

For instance, what do you believe
these lights mean?
Proceed when you are ready.

Let’s say green now means stop, red
means caution and amber is go. Then it
changes every odd day to a random sequence without anyone knowing what
these signifiers mean.

How dangerous would that be?
Extrapolate it to more instances in life.
How much harder will day to day activities
become?

Therefore, there is a normal. A
common language we all speak.
This is known as Tacit knowledge,
what we learn from our day to
day life from birth until now.

END

You are quite intriguing.
Why did you make this choice?
By listening to different perspectives and
compromising we have a greater
understanding of others around us.
We can use such information to learn and
innovate.

Having access to new technology would
you prefer to use it or continue with what
you know?
For example, would you prefer to hand
write everything or type?
Write

Type

How come? Is it not easier to type
things out?
Would you not like to learn something
new to potentially improve how quickly
you can do things?

Next

Exactly. By moving past the old norm and
progressing into something new we improve
everyone’s quality of life.
Think of the breakthrough we’ve had with
computer technology. Or when the internet
was widely accessible.
Imagine we destroyed that technology
today. How would you continue your life?
Next

The easier it is to do something, the more
enjoyable it is.
Have you ever given up doing something
because it was frustrating yet so simple?
For example, deciphering a complex
system of instructions for an IKEA desk.
By looking at different perspectives from
your own, you can solve design problems
in ways you would have never considered
prior.
Maybe you’ll invent the next “internet”
level breakthrough.

There is no unequivocal normal. It is only
accepted until something newer and
better is found.
Think of some examples of of obsolete
information replaced by new knowledge.

5th Century

21st Century

END

You've chosen art.
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Let's get right to it.
Is this piece a
drawing, or a
poem?
Click your answer.

- It's a drawing.
- It's a poem.
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- I don't know...
- I could try and guess!

Go to next page.

- Sure!
- Well...

Sure, it would be fine art.
So by that logic, could you
sign a randotn piece of
furniture and send that
to....oh.
Marcel Duchamp's
"Fountain" ,

1917

�

I guess you could.
Go to next page.

Click this box.

Go to next page.

Click here.

Go to next page.

- Yes.
- No.

Click here.

Go to next page.

Click anywhere.

If the artist creates a
piece, their intention
matters.

Even if I disagree
\Vith the artist's intent,
definition of a work, or
the beliefs that inform a
piece, their art is theirs.

We cannot consume art
1n a vacuum.
Click anywhere.

Click anywhere.

